Counseling Process in Ductal Carcinoma In Situ
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Abstract
Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a heterogenous group of intraductal proliferations, without a known natural history and predictability and without being considered an obligatory precursor of invasive ductal cancer. Lack of biological markers of predictability makes its evolution uncertain. Because DCIS is not an obligatory precursor of invasive breast cancer, counselling will not be made like in invasive cancer. Counselling must recognize the uncertainty of progression toward invasive disease and every patient must be correctly and empathically informed so that she is as involved as possible in the decision-making process.
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Rezumat
Carcinomul ductal in situ (CDIS) este un grup heterogen de proliferări intraductale, fără o istorie naturală și o predictibilitate cunoscută și fără a fi considerat un precursor obligator al cancerului ductal invaziv. Absenta markerilor biologici de predictibilitate face evoluția sa incertă. Deoarece CDIS nu este un precursor obligator al cancerului mamar invaziv, consilierea nu va fi făcută ca pentru un cancer invaziv. Consilierea trebuie să recunoască incertitudinea progresiei către boala invazivă și fiecare pacientă trebuie corect și empatic informată astfel încât ea să fie cât mai implicată în procesul de luare a deciziilor.
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Introduction

Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) emerged in the field of breast pathology and in the concern of patients after the introduction of mammographic screening in the early 1980's. Ductal carcinoma in situ is a heterogenous group of preinvasive neoplastic lesions localized to the lumen of breast ducts. More than 50,000 women are diagnosed with DCIS in the USA each year and statistics estimate that this represents around 18-20% of the total number of newly diagnosed breast cancers (1).

Ductal carcinoma in situ is variously presented to patients as a precancer, preinvasive disease, non-invasive or stage 0 breast cancer.

The natural history of DCIS is not known, and it is difficult to individualize the evolution of a particular patient. Some patients could have a slowly growing disease (low-grade DCIS) while others have a rapidly growing one (high risk DCIS), and even metastasize to distant organs (2,3).

Given that there are no credible prognostic factors and due to clinicians' and patients' concern about the potentially aggressive nature of the disease, clinicians tend to recommend invasive attitudes consisting of conservative surgery or mastectomy associated with radiation and hormone therapy (4). The need to discover biological or clinical markers is imperative in order to identify those cases that predict the progress to invasive cancer and personalize their management (5).

Methods to Counsel

Informed consent for clinical treatment is a mandatory process of today's medical practice. It covers three different purposes in three different possible situations: legal, ethical, and administrative (6).

Informed consent process has many facets. The most important factors that influence its success are patient comprehension and time and availability of the physician to provide information and answer patient’s questions. Comprehension, in most cases, is overrated. It should be correlated with age, intelligence, education, status of cognitive functions and anxiety (6).

There are wide variations in clinical practice. Over-treatment of patients with low-risk DCIS is a matter of concern because from the patient’s point of view there are psychological consequences related to the effect of disease labeling and a reduced quality of life (unnecessary treatment, alteration of body image) and from the health care system’s side, there is a waste of resources (7,8). A very sad experience of overtreatment was presented by a patient herself and consisted of two wide local excisions, one mastectomy, one reconstruction, five weeks of radiotherapy, chronic infection of the donor site, four bouts of cellulitis at the donor site, one nipple reconstruction, seven general anesthetics and more than a year off work. She compared herself to a friend having the same diagnosis, but treated by lumpectomy and radiation therapy, returning to work after 6 months (9).

Treatment decision-making today is determined by the radiological and clinical aspect of the tumor and its prognostic significance. Because breast cancer-specific mortality related to the treatment modalities is low (10,11), and prognosis is excellent, it would be a natural decision to include the patient in the decision-making process (6,11).

Patient's involvement in deciding about the treatment of DCIS can be stressful. It could be difficult, at the same time, because of the complex medical information related to the benefits of treatment and its side effects and prognosis. Sharing a large amount of information, sometimes contradictory, is difficult for the medical personnel because some patients could have difficulties in understanding all information provided (8,12,13).

Many aspects have to be taken into consideration in the counseling process for DCIS. Many women never heard of DCIS and are reluctant to accept that a breast cancer is symptomless (14,15,16). Thus, they have to receive adequate information explaining that DCIS is a precancer state and the aim of the
In the future, in Romania, a key role might be played by a specialized nurse in the field of breast cancer. She will be trained to provide information and emotional support (15), being able to answer questions, showing compassion and respect (20,21), consolidating the information offered by the other members of the team and encouraging the patient to make the right decision. A woman nurse is likely to be more trusted by patients.

The clarity of information offered by all members of the team will have a decisive influence on treatment decisions. Women who perceived risk and benefits of surgical treatment as being equal, will choose conservative treatment instead of mastectomy (22). On the contrary, women who will perceive risk of DCIS to evolve to invasive cancer, will choose mastectomy (15,18,20,22,24,25,26).

Other factors influencing treatment decisions are family history and the perception of team unity. Therefore, if a woman with DCIS has a family history of breast cancer, she will choose a radical surgery (15,25,26). Women would be helped to take an informed treatment decision if all members of the team spoke the same language. They prefer and appreciate those health care providers who treat them as individuals, with respect and empathy and do not speak paternalistic or using too many statistics (14).

An increasing number of patients try to obtain more information from the internet, to complete knowledge about their diagnosis. Credibility of the sources is very different, and patients do not have the knowledge to select them. Academic websites and cancer charities are the most trusted but even here patients have difficulties in understanding because the terminology used by health care providers is sometimes inconsistent (27).

Counseling takes time from busy clinical activity. Studies suggest that surgeons rarely have the adequate time to inform and answer questions to the patient to obtain informed consent. Thus, additional time should be provided to patients in case of unanswered questions. For this additional time nurses specialized in this particular field or surgeons...
from the outpatient clinic could be involved (6).

Counseling should be documented by clinicians to prove they made the effort to inform the patient to take the best decision (6).

**Conclusion**

DCIS is still a confusing diagnosis because it has not a known natural history and its natural progression is not predictable.

Because breast cancer-specific mortality related to the treatment modality is low and prognosis is excellent, it is reasonable to involve patients in the decision-making process. Counseling needs time and has to be offered by all members of the team treating patients with DCIS. Members of the team involved in counseling have to share the same opinions related to DCIS, avoiding contradictions and giving patients the perception of unity. Counseling must be documented.
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